Matchmaking event for BTC ENUTC Call

Call for Research and Building Transformation Capacities through arts and design

Unlocking the full potential for urban transitions

20230306
Agenda – Matchmaking event

• Welcome and presentation of your national contact points.
• Short summary: requests on applicants
• Matchmaking with B2Match
• How to build a consortium and a proposal with B2Match
• ?Questions?
Requests on applicants

• One main applicant (project member) is sending in the proposal to the international submission platform: UDiManager by UEFISCDI (uefiscdi-direct.ro)

• Each proposal has at least two applicants (project members) applying funding from two of the following seven countries:

Belgium, Bulgaria, Latvia, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Sweden
Requests on projects

• The projects are running for two years: start November 2023
• The projects can have more applicants/project members from the seven countries and project members from other countries participating with in-kind funding.
• The projects should have at least one project member from the cultural and creative sector.
Requests on projects

We look for

• Cross-sectorial projects
• Projects involving neighbourhoods and community organisation
Purpose of the call

Project contributes to impact creation and implementation that build urban transformation capacities inspired by the new perspectives, methodologies and approaches connected to the EU initiatives:

the New European Bauhaus and the EU Mission: Climate Neutral and Smart Cities.

Focus on design, form architecture, art and cultural heritage and new forms of governance and collaboration, as well as by engaging citizens
Call Topics – at least one, but can be combined

- Topic 1: Experimentation and co-creation for a beautiful and sustainable urban future
- Topic 2: Transformation to sustainable cities / urban transformation
- Topic 3: Designing Inclusive, Liveable and Green Neighbourhoods

Connect projects to:

- beautiful | sustainable | together

The New European Bauhaus is a creative and interdisciplinary initiative that connects the European Green Deal to our living spaces and experiences.

- Climate-neutral and smart cities (europa.eu)
Call Information

• A call within EC program Horizon 2020 and published on JPI Urban Europe's web-site Building transformation capacity through arts and design: Unlocking the full potential for urban transitions (BTC-ENUTC) | JPI Urban Europe (jpi-urbaneurope.eu)
Build a project with support of B2Macth
QUESTIONS?
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION!

If you have questions on the general call process and proposal submission, please contact the call secretariat:

btc_enutc@formas.se